The polarizability and hyperpolarizabilities of nitrophenols as model compounds for studying nonlinear optics have been investigated at the Hartree-Fock level of approximation by means of the Dalgarno Uncoupled Hartree-Fock (DUHF) or Sum Over Orbitals (SOO) method. The additive character and the charge transfer effects in 01, p, and y have been analyzed in terms of the u and nmolecular orbital contributions, the contribution of the individual n-molecular orbitals, and the contribution of the highest occupied and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals. Within the SO0 approach, the reliability of the Two-Level Model has been tested and the influence of the rotation of the nitro group and of the presence of the intramolecular hydrogen bonding in ortho-nitrophenol have been studied. The results show that the present method is a reliable and efficient tool for the prediction of trends in the molecular polarizability and hyperpolarizabilities of large molecules. 0 1995 by John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
Introduction
he nonlinear optical behavior of organic sys-T tems finds its origin in the response of the molecular electronic charge distributions to the external application of an intense electric field. In spite of the rapid development of highly advanced experimental techniques, the origin and the mechanisms by which a molecule responds to the external application of an electric field have as yet not been understood clearly.',' Theoretically, several well-established methods exist which enable the calculation of the static and dynamic linear and In view of the huge amount of computing resources necessary to handle large molecules at the sophisticated level, there seems to be a need for a method that invokes more approximations but that still is able to yield reliable hyperpolarizabilities values. In the present work, the linear polarizability (Y and the nonlinear polarizabilities p and y have been calculated via expressions which have been derived for a single determinant wave function from the original equations of Orr and Ward, the Sum Over States 60s) equatiom2' These expressions can be regarded, within the Dalgarno uncoupling formalism scheme, as the Uncoupled Hartree-Fock equations. 22 Since these equations involve sums over occupied and virtual molecular orbitals rather than sums over molecular states, we like to call them the Sum Over Orbitals (SOO) equations. The SO0 method has been rarely used before for the calculation of the (hyperlpolarizabili t i e~, ' ,~,~~,~~ and an analysis of the advantages and disadvantages of this approach has not been performed as yet.
The aim of the present work is to show that the SO0 method can indeed be considered as a valuable tool for the investigation of the linear and nonlinear optical properties of molecules. To accomplish this task, we have chosen to test the S O 0 method on the benzene, nitrobenzene, phenol, and the ortho-, meta-, and para-nitrophenol molecules since they are model molecules in the field of nonlinear optics (NLO) .
In this article we will first test the performance of the method by a comparison of the calculated and experimental data. Subsequently, the (hyperlpolarizabilities will be analyzed in terms of the total (T and T molecular orbital contrib u t i o n~,~~,~~ the individual T orbital contributions, and the effect of the relative positions of the substituents. In the NLO literature, the empirical Two-Level (TLM) is often employed to predict the hyperpolarizabilities since it is a simple model and, therefore, easy to apply to large molecular systems. We will analyze the performance of this empirical model within the SO0 formalism. Finally, since the most stable conformation of ortho-nitrophenol is intramolecularly hydrogen bonded, we will look at the effect on the (hyperlpolarizabilities of such an intramolecular interaction.
Computational Methods
The SO0 expressions for the static and dynamic linear and nonlinear polarizabilities have been derived from the original SOS equations for a single determinant wave function, which is an exact solution of the approximated Hartree-Fock equation, and by the application of Slater transition dipole moment matrix elements rules. 28 The equations for these (hyper)polarizabilities are as follows:
VOL. 16 , NO. 5 The sums run over the occupied a, b, c and the virtual Y, s, f molecular orbitals. The numerators are characterized by products of electric dipole transition moments between occupied and/or virtual molecular orbitals, while the denominators contain the differences between the molecular orbital energies and the energies of the photons of the perturbing radiation fields. The summations are premultiplied by two factors: the I operator and the K factor?' I is a permutation operator which, in the case of y, for instance, permutes in each sum the indexes i, j , k, and 1. This will give rise to 2!, 3! and 4! permutations (averaged by a factor of l!, 2! and 3!) in each sum which appears in the expressions of a, p, and y, respectively. The superscript on the right-hand side of each transition dipole moment indicates that in each permutation the perturbing frequencies wm, w l , wz, and w 3 ( w , = w, + wz + w 3 ) must be permuted simultaneously with the corresponding i, j, k, and 1 indexes. The K factor has a specific value for each possible combination of perturbing w's and it ensures that in each specific case only unique permutations are calculated. As mentioned before, the electric dipole moment matrix elements have been obtained by applying Slater rules. Because of the one-electron nature of the perturbation, only transition moments between ground and singly excited or between singly and other singly excited configurations do not vanish in the expressions of a and p. In the expression of y, doubly excited configurations mix because their matrix elements with the singly excited configurations do not vanish. Equations (1) through (3) have been implemented in a home-built program HYPERPOL.
The SO0 method is an approximate method. As shown by Langhoff et al.," SO0 expressions are approximations of the coupled Hartree-Fock (CPHF) equations and of their uncoupled form. The approximation lies in the use of molecular orbital energies in the denominator, where the Coulomb and exchange two-electron integrals representing the self-consistent field (SCF) correction to the orbital energies and the additional energy corrections due to the perturbation are completely neglected. When only orbital energies are employed, as in the present case, the crudest approximation is applied and these expressions are referred to as the Dalgarno Uncoupled Hartree-Fock equations. It has been observedz9 that the use of only the orbital energies, instead of the SCF energies in the denominators of eqs. (l), (21, and (31, introduces a systematic error in the calculation: Orbital energy differences are generally 10 to 20% bigger than the corresponding SCF ones, leading to smaller values for the (hyper)polarizabilities.
We have attempted to estimate the error by which the SO0 formalism is affected with respect to the CPHF formalism, by comparing existing CPHF (hyper)polarizabilities calculations with our SO0 values, obtained for the same small molecules, at the same geometries and basis sets levels. 30 The results of such an analysis show that for these molecules the SO0 method is quantitatively less accurate than the CPHF method by, on the average, 12%, 25%, and 80% in the calculations of a, p, and y, respectively. It would seem, therefore, that these large deviations imply that considerable caution is required in the application of the SO0 method. However, it should be remembered that even the CPHF method does not yield results which are quantitatively in agreement with the experimental data. Our results (vide infra) show, certainly qualitatively and in some cases even quantitatively, a correct prediction of the nonlinear optical behavior. More important, the present method allows for calculations on medium-to large-sized molecules, which are very hard to handle with CPHF techniques.
The SO0 expressions involve sums over an infinite number of molecular orbitals. It is expected, therefore, that very large basis sets must be employed to obtain the most accurate SO0 values. It has been shown that in the calculation of the nonlinear optical properties, the use of diffuse basis functions improves significantly the agreement between theory and e~p e r i m e n t .~l -~~
In the present work we have performed a large number of calculations starting from the crudest STO-3G basis set, up to the double-zeta (DZIM and triplezeta valence (TZV)35,36 plus polarization functions basis sets in order to verify the effect of the choice of the basis set on the SO0 hyperpolarizabilities calculations.
The molecular geometries, for which the (hyper)polarizabilities have been calculated, are the results of geometry optimizations performed at the 3-21G basis set level. All molecules are planar and are characterized by at least a mirror plane, which contains the molecular skeletons. These geometries are shown in Figure l . The calculation of the (hyper)polarizabilities requires accurate geometries, because particularly the hyperpolarizabilities are sensitive to the geometrical parameters. The 3-21G basis set has been proven to be sufficiently accurate in the prediction of the equilibrium geometries of molecules containing firstrow and, in particular, in the prediction of the conformation of the flexible orthonitrophenol, whose structure has been extensively studied, both experimentally and t h e~r e t i c a l l y .~~,~~ We have tested the quality of the 3-21G optimized geometry in the prediction of the (hyperlpolarizabilities of these molecules by repeating the calculations of a, p, and y of ortho-nitrophenol at a geometry optimized at the level of theory with the 6-31G* basis set. The changes caused by the MP2/6-31G* geometry were found to be smaller than 2% in E, p,, and 7 and smaller than 3% in p,. Because the major emphasis of the present work is on the relative comparison of the hyperpolarizabilities predicted for the different molecules and the minor emphasis is on the comparison between the theoretical and experimental values, the choice of the 3-21G basis set for the equilibrium geometries can be considered satisfactory. Major geometrical factors, like the rotation of the nitro group and the presence of the intramolecular hydrogen bond, will be analyzed in detail in the last part of this article.
The optimized equilibrium geometries have been checked by a force field calculation. We have performed the geometry optimizations, the calculations of the force fields, and the SCF calculations with the GAMESS ( 
Results
We have calculated with the SO0 method the values for the linear polarizability a and the non-linear hyperpolarizabilities p and y of benzene, nitrobenzene, phenol, and the ortho-, meta-, and para-nitrophenols. The results are shown in Tables  I through 111 . To investigate the basis set dependence of the method employed and the performance of each individual basis set within this formalism with respect to the experimental values, we have employed different basis sets: the crude Slater-type orbital basis set, the split valence and split valence plus polarization functions basis sets, the DZ and TZV, and the DZ and TZV plus polarization functions basis sets DZP and TZVP, respectively.
The calculated static and dynamic values of the linear polarizability a are given in Table I . These results show a strong basis set dependence in two aspects: the dependence on the size of the basis set and the influence of the inclusion of polarization functions. Starting with the STO-3G results, it is observed that the values obtained with this basis set are generally more than 50% off from the experimental values. As expected, the split valence 3-21G and 6-31G basis sets result in more accurate values, though a comparison between these two basis sets shows that the larger number of primitives employed in the 6-31G calculation does not significantly affect the values for a. Finally, Table I shows that the larger valence basis sets DZ and TZV produce quantitatively more accurate results. The inclusion of polarization functions in either the split valence or in the DZ and TZV basis sets is observed to result in similar improvements: For all basis sets the calculated values for a become significantly closer to the experimental ones. On the other hand, the comparison between the 6-31G* and 6-31G** results demonstrates that the use of polarization functions on the hydrogen atoms has only a very small effect. Though slightly smaller in size than the 6-31G* basis set, it is noteworthy to observe that the TZV basis set produces results which are closer to experiment. We conclude that within the SO0 formalism, a, as a function of the number of basis functions, slowly converges to a limiting value. Table I shows that the best results are obtained with the TZVP basis set. These results deviate from the experimental data on the average by about 20%, and the E( o) value of meta-nitrophenol is remarkably within 10% of the experimental value. Although the other basis sets result in larger deviations, it is gratifying to notice that all basis sets reproduce the experimental trends accurately. The values calculated with the STO-3G basis set indicate that this basis set is unsuitable for a calculation of p. Unexpectedly, there do not seem to be large differences between the split valence 6-31G and the DZ and TZV basis sets results. In contrast to what has been found for a, the different number of primitives between the 3-21G and 6-31G basis sets does affect the calculation of p. The addition of polarization functions to either the 6-31G basis or the DZ or TZV does not increase the j3 values but diminishes them.
Quantitatively, the best p values have been obtained with the DZ and TZV basis sets. If we compare these values to the corresponding experimental values, the discrepancy between theory and experiment is, on the average, 40%, with the exception of phenol, for which the predicted j3 values generally overestimate the experimental data.
The 6-31G p values are also close to the experimental results, but the relative magnitude of the experimental ortho, meta, and para values is not reproduced by the 6-31G calculations with the same accuracy as by the DZ or TZV calculations.
Qualitatively, the experiment yields a negligible value of p for phenol and a very large value of p for nitrobenzene. In the disubstituted compounds, the para position is the most favorable to the charge transfer effects, which are of main importance for j3." The ortho position of the substituents is favorable, but not as much as the para isomer and, finally, the meta position is the least favorable. Focusing on the TZV results, the experimental trend is reproduced by the calculations,
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with nitrobenzene being the only exception. Phenol has the smallest p value, while paranitrophenol has the largest one, but for nitrobenzene the calculations underestimate p. Finally, the dispersion contribution to the p values is, on the average, reproduced systematically by the calculation through all basis sets for each molecule and for a given basis set the difference between static and dynamic values increases in going from phenol to para-nitrophenol. In Table 111 , the values calculated for the second hyperpolarizability y are given. The STO-3G values are extremely poor with respect to the larger basis sets and experimental values, while the split valence basis sets provide better results. As was found for j3, in the calculation of y the number of primitives makes a considerable difference between the 3-21G and the 6-31G calculated y values, the latter being larger than the former ones. The addition of polarization functions on the heavy atoms decreases the 6-31G y values, as was observed in the calculation of p, while the polarization functions on the hydrogen atoms increase the 6-31G* values, similarly to the calculations of 01. The values obtained with DZ and TZV basis sets are the largest ones and in best agreement with the experimental values. The TZV and the 6-31G* basis sets are characterized by almost the same number of basis functions, but the TZV basis produces significantly better results. The addition of yolarization functions on the DZ and TZV basis sets generally decreases the magnitude of the y values.
The best agreement between theory and experiment is obtained by the TZV basis set, which, on the average, produces y values which are 80% off from the experimental values. While the TZV y value of nitrobenzene is largely underestimated, the TZV value of the ortho isomer is reproduced within a 65% error from the experiment. The experimental trend in the present case is closely reproduced by the calculation, with the only exception being the relative magnitude of the ortho and meta isomers. The observation that the experimental trend is well reproduced is in agreement with the conclusions of a study on the second hyperpolarizability of mono-and di-substituted benzenes by the S O 0 method by Tomonari et al.23 These results show that the SO0 method can become useful in a preliminary qualitative investigation of the second hyperpolarizabilities of mediumto large-sized molecules.
In a first attempt to provide a partial conclusion from the analysis of the results shown in Tables I  through 111 , it is observed that the SO0 method has produced for this set of molecules a, p, and y values within 20%, 40%, and 80% of the corresponding experimental values. It is noteworthy that both p and y theoretical values of nitrobenzene have shown the largest discrepancy with the experimental values while the best agreement between theoretical and experimental p and y values has been obtained for the ortho and meta isomers, respectively. The SO0 results on nitrobenzene are not surprising, however, because even the more accurate CPHF p and y values of nitrobenzene differ from the experimental results by more than 50% and 80%, re~pectively.~~ Part of these discrepancies may well be due to solvent effects.
Finally, to provide a more detailed analysis of the performance on these molecules of the SO0 method with respect to the CPHF method, we have calculated the linear polarizability a and the nonlinear hyperpolarizability p of nitrobenzene, phenol, and the ortho-, meta-, and paranitrophenols via the finite field (FF) method:' which is equivalent to the CPHF method at the Hartree-Fock level of theory. The linear and nonlinear polarizabilities a and p have been calculated at the TZVP and DZ basis set levels, respectively, since with these basis sets the best SO0 a and p values have been obtained. As is shown in The FF method is a method which is superior to the S O 0 method because it is self-consistent with respect to the perturbed orbitals. The FF method, however, is limited to static fields and thus cannot yield dispersion. Neither do analytical methods exist to find the mechanisms which drive the nonlinear response. These limitations do not affect the less accurate SO0 method, which, in a straightforward way, allows the calculation of the frequencydependent hyperpolarizabilities and the interpretation of the hyperpolarizabilities values in terms of each individual molecular orbital contribution.
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Discussion
The S O 0 expressions of the polarizability a and of the hyperpolarizabilities p and y involve sums over occupied and virtual orbitals [see eqs. (1) through (311. Consequently, it is always possible to analyze at the molecular orbital level these molecular properties. In this section we will be concerned with investigating the polarizability a and the hyperpolarizabilities p and y in terms of u and n molecular orbital contributions2'Tz6 and individual n molecular orbital contributions. Since within the SO0 approach the TZV basis set has produced the closest values to the experimental p and y values, we will perform such a discussion on the TZV results. Subsequently, we will analyze the results in terms of the Two-Level Model (TLM) and in terms of the highest occupied and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital, HOMO and LUMO, respectively. Finally, the effect of the intramolecular hydrogen bond on the (hyper)polarizabilities of orthonitrophenol will be investigated. Benzene and nitrobenzene possess D6h and C, , symmetry, respectively, while phenol and the ortho-, meta-, and para-nitrophenols are characterized by C, symmetry. Due to the symmetry, the separation into u and .rr contributions is exact for all in-plane diagonal and off-diagonal components, while it is a good approximation for all off-plane diagonal and off-diagonal components of the tensors, since the transition moments between u (u *) and .rr(.rr*) orbitals are very small in comparison with the transition moments between u (T) and ( T * ( m * ) orbitals. This enables the separation in u and m contributions in eqs. (1) of nitrobenzene or phenol, one obtains the polarizability ci of the nitro group or of the hydroxyl group, respectively. It can also easily be seen that the polarizability of each di-substituted benzene could approximately be obtained In Figure 2 , the behavior of by adding the polarizability of nitrobenzene and phenol and by subtracting the polarizability of benzene. Moreover, the di-substituted molecules possess, in magnitude, approximately the same polarizability components. This leads to the conclusion that the linear polarizability is not a function of the position of the substituents but is mainly a function of their chemical character, and that the D, n, and A groups respond independently to the electric field. This is in agreement with the results of Velders et a1.7 who showed that the linear polarizability of para-nitroaniline is only weakly dependent on the relative rotations of the substituents.
In Figure 3 
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benzene, phenol, and nitrobenzene. Unlike in the case of the linear polarizability, however, the relative position of the substituents determines the magnitude of the yyvvv components. We can conclude that the second hyperpolarizability is determined by two additive factors: the size and the shape of the constituting groups and the charge transfer between the groups. Finally, it is seen that the calculated yi:;, components of the disubstituted compounds follow the experimental trend.
The separation in (T and rr contributions can further be analyzed in terms of each individual rr molecular orbital contribution. As can be observed in Tables V and VI, in benzene the two highest occupied molecular orbitals, which are degenerate, contribute equally to the component a,,, of the The total x and u contributions are also shown. a Y y , pyyy, and yyyyy are given in au. The calculation has been performed at the TZV basis set level.
linear polarizability, while they contribute differently in magnitude and in sign to the y,,,, component.
In phenol, the two highest occupied molecular orbitals, orbitals 24 and 25, correspond to the asymmetric combination of the p z atomic orbitals of the ring carbon atoms and to the asymmetric combination of the p , atomic orbitals of the ring carbon atoms and of the hydroxyl oxygen atom, respectively. They contribute similarly to a,!,, differently in magnitude to pyyy, and, finally, differently in sign and magnitude to yyyyy. These differences can be related to the participation of the p , If we look at the molecular orbital coefficients matrix, we see that in the ortho and in the meta isomers, orbital 35 is the asymmetric combination of the p , orbitals of the ring carbon atom and of the nitro oxygen atoms and that orbital 36 is due to the asymmetric combination of the p , orbitals of the ring carbon atoms and of the pz orbital of the hydroxyl oxygen atom, with only a minor contribution of the p , orbitals of the nitro oxygen atoms. In para-nitrophenol, on the contrary, orbital 35 is only built up from the p , atomic orbitals of the ring carbon atoms, while orbital 36 is an asymmetric combination of all p , atomic orbitals except the pz orbital of the nitrogen atom. The para position is, therefore, geometrically favorable to the contribution of almost all p , atomic orbitals. This can be observed starting from the linear polarizability components, which redistribute between orbitals 35 and 36. The largest effects are observed in p and y , where the maximum orbital spatial distribution enhances considerably the charge transfer phenomenon. Orbitals 27 and 31 also contribute significantly to the total 7~ components. They correspond to the antisymmetric combinations of the p , ring carbon atom orbitals with the p , orbitals of the nitro group and of the hydroxyl oxygen atom. It is noteworthy that the p , orbitals of the nitro group mix into orbital 27 of the ortho isomer, while in the meta and para isomers it is orbital 31 which shows such a p r o p erty, indicating that in the ortho isomer the mixture of the p , atomic orbitals of the nitro group into the 7~~~+~~ orbital makes orbital 31 more stable than the orbital 7~~~+~ only.
We now turn our discussion to a specific type of approximation which can be performed within the SO0 approach. Previously, it has been attempted to describe the nonlinear hyperpolarizabilities in terms of the empirical TLM. 27 The idea of this model is based on the assumption that only two states determine the magnitude and the sign of the nonlinear mechanisms: the electronic ground state and the lowest excited electronic state, or charge transfer state, with the neglect of all other possible interactions between the ground state and the remaining electronic excited states and the interactions among the electronic excited states themselves. This empirical approach is generally considered satisfactory within the limits of the approximations involved. Within the SO0 formal- The total T and u contributions are also shown. a y y , pyYy, and -yvyYy are given in au. The calculations have been performed at the TZV basis set level.
ism, the TLM reduces to two molecular orbitals: the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). Retaining only two molecular orbitals, the occupied a and the virtual r , the TLM expressions for P and y can easily be derived from eqs. (2) and (3) for the static case. The expression of P reduces to Analogously, the expression of y reduces to (5) In the present work, we wish to investigate the effects that such a drastic approximation as the TLM may have on the SO0 approach. In Table IX, we show the 6-31G PYy, and y,,,, components of the nitrophenols and nitrobenzene, calculated at three different levels of approximation: P;:: and y i E are the calculated SO0 Pyy, and y,,,, components; PlYy and yyayyy have been obtained by truncating the Sum Over Orbitals expressions and retaining only terms which involve transitions between the T " occupied orbital and the T' virtual orbitals and the transitions between the T ' and the T' virtual orbitals; and, finally, P;:, and y;iyy have been obtained via the TLM (ct = charge transfer) (i.e., they involve only the transitions between the two orbitals a and r and the transitions between themselves).
As can be observed in Table IX indeed the best trend, with nitrobenzene, which is largely underestimated, being the only exception. We will continue our discussion with the analysis based on the molecular orbitals which mostly contribute to the total components of the (hyper)polarizabilities. For this purpose, we have mapped out the occupied molecular orbitals 35,35, and 36 or the ortho-, meta-, and para-nitrophenols, respectively, and the lowest virtual molecular orbital, orbital 37, which possesses the largest oscillator strengths with the aforementioned occupied orbitals. The molecular orbitals are shown in Figures 5a and 5b.
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We first discuss the closely related ortho and meta isomers. In the occupied orbital of both conformations, the bond that connects the hydroxyl group with the phenyl ring coincides with a nodal plane. Consequently, in neither case the p z orbital The calculations have been performed at the 6-31G basis set level. of the hydroxyl oxygen atom contributes to the occupied rr orbital. In fact, the rr orbitals are nearly mirror images, with a slightly larger participation of the nitro group in the ortho isomer. The lowest unoccupied rr orbital of the ortho isomer closely resembles the unoccupied rr orbital of the meta isomer, with a stronger participation of the hydroxyl and nitro oxygen atoms in the former one. The product of the orbitals of the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied orbitals constitutes the transition density in the two-orbital model. Clearly in neither case the hydroxyl oxygen atom contributes to this density and thus to the transition moment. According to Oudar et al.,27 the first hyperpolarizability, p, depends on the product of the transition moment with the difference of the dipole moment in the excited state and in the ground state. The peripheral position of the nitro oxygen atoms multiplies the moderate differences in charge density of the nitro oxygen atoms between the ortho and the meta isomers into substantial differences in dipole moment, explaining the trend in the P. The situation of the para isomer is different. The hydroxyl oxygen atom participates considerably in both the occupied and the virtual orbitals. With all other atoms contributing as well, the highly polar transition density leads to a large transition moment. The transition is seen to result in a lower density on the hydroxyl oxygen atom and a strongly increased density on the nitro group, yielding a large shift in dipole moment. We can conclude from this discussion that the twoorbital model may provide insight into the trend of the first hyperpolarizability, though considerable caution is required in drawing definite conclusions. Unfortunately, the expression for y contains too many terms to allow a similar qualitative discussion, although the large transition moment of the para isomer suggests a large value for y,,,,.
It is experimentally and theoretically well established that the most stable conformation of ortho nitrophenol is intramolecularly hydrogen bonded:' Our 3-21G optimized geometry does confirm the experimental data and shows that at the equilibrium geometry both the nitro and the hydroxyl groups are in the molecular plane. Since in all three 3-21G optimized geometries (ortho, meta, and para) the nitro group is in the plane and since only the ortho conformation displays hydrogen bonding, we have investigated the effect of this intramolecular interaction on the linear and nonlinear polarizabilities. We have consequently looked for a local minimum corresponding to the free OH structure on the potential energy surface of ortho-nitrophenol. This minimum lies at about 15 kcal (3-21G basis set) above the most stable intramolecularly hydrogen bonded conformation. The free OH optimized conformation is characterized by the OH group, which is flipped by about 180" with respect to the bonded conformation, and by the nitro group, which is rotated off plane by about lT, since, in this case the oxygen atom of the nitro group, which is close to the hydroxyl group, is repelled by the hydroxyl oxygen. The free OH optimized structure is shown in Figure 1 . We name the H-bonded and H-unbonded conformations o-nph-a and o-nph-b, respectively. To eliminate the possible effect of the rotation of the nitro group, we have also considered another conformation, o-nph-c, which has been obtained from o-nph-b, by constraining the nitro group into the molecular plane. In Table X can be concluded, however, to be more sensitive to the structural changes. The differences between the o-nph-a and the o-nph-c conformations are more remarkable. Py"y"y" and y/$ decrease by more than 40% and 20%, respectively, while the trend is reversed in fly":, and y;;,,. Since the SO0 values are the most accurate ones, one can conclude that the first hyperpolarizability is affected by the presence or the absence of the hydrogen bond more than the second hyperpolarizability is.
When the hydrogen bond is present, the P and values are the largest ones. This can be explained by observing that the hydrogen bond has the effect of lowering the energy of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital. From the TLM expressions of P and y, we can easily see that if decreases, P becomes larger. When the HOMO-LUMO energy difference decreases, the oscillator strength of the transition increases and /3 is enhanced. This analysis, however, becomes more difficult in the case of y , since y is also proportional to the difference between the change of the dipoles of the HOMO-LUMO and their oscillator strength. This difference seems to counterbalance the enhancement due to the energy differences with a resulting reduced net effect on the second hyperpolarizability.
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Conclusions
In the present investigation, we have analyzed the performance of the Sum Over Orbitals (SOO) method by means of calculations of the linear and nonlinear polarizabilities of nitrophenols. The SO0 method invokes many approximations, among which are the neglect of the coupling of the perturbation and the replacement of states energies by orbital energies. The comparison of the SO0 results with the outcome of the finite field calculations shows this approximation to be satisfactory. The use of other approximations, such as the neglect of the electron correlation, of the environmental effects, and of the vibrational contributions, does not seem to destroy the validity for predicting the experimental trends. At the same time, the transparent structure of the method allows the interpretation of the linear and nonlinear molecular properties in terms of the contributions of the individual orbitals. Finally, the important advantage of the S O 0 method is that it can easily be applied to medium-to large-sized molecules, which are hard or impossible to handle with Coupled Hartree-Fock techniques. Molecular systems larger than nitrophenols are presently under investigation.
